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Abstract 

 How does the prospect of adding new members affect bargaining within an international 

organization? I hypothesize that as states benefit more from adding a potential new member, they 

become more conciliatory in their bargaining behavior so that other states let the new member in, 

while states become more aggressive as adding the new member becomes more costly to them so 

that they can extract concessions for letting in the new member. I test this proposition using 

Chinese accession to the WTO, using automated text analysis on ministerial statements to assign 

bargaining postures to WTO member states and comparing this posture to a variety of measures 

those states’ preferences on Chinese accession. I find no correlation between a state’s position on 

China’s accession and bargaining behavior while China was applying to join the WTO. I explain 

why this result might have occurred and then point to directions for future research.  



1 Introduction

With the institutionalization of the international system, international organization (IO)

memberships have become quite valuable. Membership in some IOs signals reliability to investors,

allowing states to receive better credit ratings and thus borrow more cheaply (Gray, 2009, 2013;

Dreher and Voigt, 2011). States use other international organizations to legitimize the use of force

domestically and abroad (Thompson, 2006). Various international organizations also help states

consolidate regimes (Mansfield and Pevehouse, 2006, 2008; Poast and Urpelainen, 2013, 2015),

gain status (Davis, 2016) and channel resources to allies (Davis and Wilf, 2017; Davis and Pratt,

2017). With the value of international organizations in an increasingly institutionalized world,

states have clamored for memberships in existing organizations. With this movement has come

increased scrutiny from scholars about why states join IOs and why IOs accept new states (e.g.,

Mattli and Plümper, 2002; Schneider, 2009; Mansfield and Pevehouse, 2013; Poast and Urpelainen,

2013; Bradford, 2014; Donno, Metzger and Russett, 2015; Davis and Pratt, 2017; Davis and Wilf,

2017; Gray, Lindstädt and Slapin, 2017; Kinne and Mineo-Marinello, 2017).

However, these studies of the expansion of IOs have yet to fully understand how the pres-

ence of a state that wants to join an IO changes the behavior of members of that organization. New

member states alter the status quo of organizations, by bringing in new preferences and poten-

tially changing the distribution of benefits in the organization (Downs, Rocke and Barsoom, 1998;

Plümper and Schneider, 2007; Gray, Lindstädt and Slapin, 2017). With such future disruption vis-

ible from the present, member states’ bargaining behavior in the IO should be different than when

no applicant exists. Yet, save for limited studies of the EU (Schneider, 2009, 2011) evaluating

the impact of adding a new state on IO budget distributions, we know very little about how the

presence of an applicant state alters the dynamics among member states currently within the IO.

This thesis argues that the presence of an applicant state pushes states that oppose that

applicant state’s accession to adopt more aggressive, distributive bargaining behavior and pushes

states that support the applicant state’s accession to adopt more friendly, integrative bargaining

behavior. States that oppose accession have a better alternative to a negotiated agreement because
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if the applicant state does not join, they retain their preferred status quo of not having the state in

the organization. In bargaining situations, having a better alternative to a negotiated agreement has

been found to lead to more aggressive bargaining behavior (Mckibben, 2015; Odell, 2000). On the

other hand, states that support accession have relatively poor alternatives to negotiated agreements,

as, if the applicant fails to join, the states that support accession do not enjoy an improvement to

the status quo. Actors with worse alternatives to negotiated agreements tend to want to spend

more time looking for agreements and will adopt behavior that will make agreements more likely

(Mckibben, 2015; Odell, 2000). Thus, when an applicant state applies to an IO, anti-accession

states should adopt more aggressive tactics and pro-accession states should adopt more conciliatory

bargaining tactics.

I test these hypotheses considering member state bargaining behavior before, during and

after China’s accession to the World Trade Organization (WTO). China’s accession to the WTO

was possibly the most consequential accession to the GATT or WTO since the founding of the

GATT. It added a large, growing market as well as the state with the world’s largest population.

The addition of China would cause shock waves throughout the global economy, including causing

severe labor displacement in the United States (Autor, Dorn and Hansson, 2016). If there was an

applicant state whose potential accession to the WTO would have caused states to change their

bargaining behavior, it was the accession of China.

I measure bargaining behavior during the Chinese accession period by measuring the pro-

portion of sentences in WTO members’ ministerial statements at GATT/WTO conferences that

were conciliatory, aggressive or neutral. I use automated text analysis to measure bargaining be-

havior. A random sample of sentences were hand-coded as conciliatory, aggressive or neutral and

then I used the predictions from a supervised learning model to automatically classify the remain-

ing sentences. The proportion of sentences that were aggressive and conciliatory were then re-

gressed on various measures of accession preferences, namely export competition with China, de-

mocratization level and foreign policy alignment with China, interacted with the period in China’s

accession process to see if anti-accession states became more aggressive and less conciliatory while
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China was in the process of joining the WTO compared to other periods.

While theoretically based, the hypotheses are not supported by results. Only one measure

of accession preferences–level of democracy–consistently correlated at all with the measures of

bargaining behavior and its relationship with bargaining behavior did not meet expectations, as

instead of democratic states taking more aggressive stands during the application period compared

to before and after the application period, democracies were generally more conciliatory during

the pre-application and application period, before becoming similar in bargaining behavior to less

democratic states after China joined the WTO.

I consider four explanations for why these results came to be, one emprical, three theo-

retical. On the empirical level, while the methods used to measure bargaining behavior are po-

tentially innovative, they still result in poor measurement of aggressive bargaining behavior and

conciliatory bargaining behavior, making it potentially impossible to accept or reject the hypothe-

ses. The measure of bargaining behavior produced by the algorithm is not very accurate and the

hand-coding used to create the semi-supervised learning method is potentially flawed. Improved

coding of bargaining behavior or more sophisticated methods may allow for better measurement

of the dependent variable of interest and thus allow for more accurate testing of the theory. On the

theoretical level, I speculate that ministerial statements may be an overly broad representation of

bargaining behavior to catch changes due to accession preferences, that isolating a single accession

like the accession of China ignores the noise created by other accessions to the WTO and that anti-

accession states may receive all of their compensation from the applicant states as opposed to the

pro-accession states. I conclude by proposing ways to move forward in researching this question.

2 Theory

I define applicant states as states who have expressed desire to join an IO and are recog-

nized as a potential member by that organization. This definition excludes cases where when a

state has no desire to join an organization that may covet it as a member, e.g. Brazil refusing to

consider OECD membership in spite of entreaties from the organization’s members (Davis, 2016).
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In these cases, a state bears no potential cost for wanting the possible member to join because

it will never encounter the consequences of accepting the new state into the IO. This definition

also excludes states that want to join an organization, but are refused consideration by the member

states, e.g. when the EU rejected Morocco’s application to join on the basis that Morocco was a

non-European state. In these cases, member states do not have to weigh the costs and benefits of

letting a state in because they do not consider its potential membership at all. In removing these

cases, I ensure that the members of an IO take the applicant seriously as a potential member and

concern themselves with the ramifications of adding a new state for the organization. In the case

of China and the GATT/WTO, China became an applicant in 1986 when it formally asked to be

admitted as a contracting party and the GATT members formed a working party to consider the

question. China had a clear desire to join and the formation of a working party to consider the

question showed that the members were taking it seriously.

Applicant states present serious distributional consequences for the existing members of

the IO. Distributional consequences refer to the potential change in the value of benefits members

of an IO receive relative to each other. New states inevitably change the distribution of benefits

in an organization among the existing members. New states will have preferences over the policy

direction of the organization to which they are joining and the addition of these preferences will

pull the policy pursued by the organization closer to their preferred position (Downs, Rocke and

Barsoom, 1998; Gray, Lindstädt and Slapin, 2017). For states with positions close to those of the

applicant, the addition of the applicant provides further support for their positions, making it so the

IO’s policy will move towards their ideal point. For states with preferences that differ from those

of the applicant, the value of cooperation is likely to be dampened as the organization’s policies

will move way from their preferred positions. For example, the eastward expansion of NATO was

perceived by Italian leaders to have made them worse off because the organization focused more

on issues in Eastern Europe as opposed to the Mediterranean, Italy’s area of interest (Dassù and

Menotti, 1997).

The value of goods that the IO provides to its members also changes with the addition
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of new members. For member states of the WTO, the addition of a state with a similar profile of

exports dampens the value of goods provided by membership, as their exports no longer face lower

tariffs and fewer trade barriers than the newly added state. In contrast, the addition of a state with

a large import market for a WTO member’s products increases the value of goods they receive

from membership, as the new state must keep its tariffs and other trade barriers low, increasing

the original WTO member’s ability to export to it (Pelc, 2011; Neumayer, 2013). In general, the

addition of a new member changes the value of the goods states receive from membership, creating

distributional conflict among the IO’s member states (Schneider, 2009, 2011). Thus, by changing

the direction of the organization and/or by generating unevenly distributed benefits from joining

the IO, a new state will make some old members of an IO better off than others.

This framing is simplistic. International organizations rarely, if ever, operate on a unidi-

mensional preference scale. They address a multiplicity of issues and states can find themselves

with similar preferences on some issues while far apart on other issues. In the NATO example, Ger-

many could easily have been expected to oppose Eastern enlargement if the key issue had been the

alliance’s position on Russia, not where the alliance’s attention was focused. Germany, especially

during the period where the Eastern enlargement took place, was dovish on Russia, much more so

than the countries the alliance was letting in. Adding the new members definitively moved the al-

liance away from Germany’s position. As it was, Germany was a strong supporter of enlargement,

but the potential Germany would not be points to how thorny it is to define which distributional

consequences states will consider when taking a position on accession (Keller, 2012).

In the WTO, the multiplicity of issues is a real problem for analysis. Defining an issue

in the WTO as anything that has a free-standing committee1 or receives a dedicated ministerial

statement, the WTO had 59 different issues come on and off the table from 1980 to 2019. States

can be completely aligned on some issues while diametrically opposed on others. For example,

Australia and New Zealand were mostly aligned with other developed states on the issue of whether

1A “free-standing committee dedicated to an issues existence is defined as any body containing the name “com-
mittee”, “council”, “working party”, “working group”, “negotiating group or “group” that is specifically dedicated to
a particular issue and is not dependent on another committee thats dedicated to an issue.
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to include services in the negotiation (they favored pushing liberalization in services), while being

completely at odds with other developed states on the issue of agriculture (Australia and New

Zealand disapproved of support measures such as export subsidies as trade-distorting while most

other developed countries considered them necessary to support their agricultural sectors). Given

states can hold similar positions to an applicant state on some issues while holding opposing view

points on other issues, defining an accession position is difficult.

The problem becomes even greater when considering that states look at international or-

ganization membership within a wider international relations context where issues outside of the

scope of the organization can influence how states feel about a potential new member. Davis and

Wilf (2017) and Davis and Pratt (2017) both find that political alignment is often a driver a mem-

bership of organizations. Kaoutzanis, Poast and Urpelainen (2016) find that democratizing states

will work to keep non-democracies out of international organizations to protect their democratic

consolidation, a feature that spans across different issue areas. Thus, issues both inside and outside

of the organization can define preferences over a new state’s accession.

Acknowledging this multiplicity of issues, it is still useful to consider accession position

on a single dimension. Previous studies on whether international organizations let states into the

organization define how aligned the preferences of the organization’s members are with the new

member along a single dimension (e.g. Donno, Metzger and Russet (2015); Davis and Wilf, 2017)

operating on the assumption that, in the aggregate, states should care about the issue on that di-

mension enough that they will define their position on accession according to their position on

that dimension. They find results supporting their hypotheses, indicating that this assumption is

well-founded. I thus adopt the assumption that we can define accession preferences on a single

dimension, while acknowledging that plenty of nuance is lost using this definition.

Given states establish accession positions on the admission of a new state based on the

distributional consequences of adding the new member, we should expect states that face negative

distributional consequences to be more opposed to accession and states that face positive distribu-

tional consequences will be more in favor of accession. There may also be states that face no real
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distributional consequences from the accession of a new state and are thus apathetic on its new

membership. These distributional consequences matter because applicants often need the approval

of apathetic states and anti-accession states as well as pro-accession states to join an organization.

While in certain cases, such as the International Labor Organization, member states of an IO can-

not to stop the accession of a new state, states often veto new members. Kaoutzanis, Poast and

Urpelainen (2016) find that 54 IOs that existed after 1965 formally require or required unanimous

consent of the membership for a new state to join, including the WTO. In these organizations,

anti-accession states can indefinitely block new members. If pro-accession states want applicants

to join, they must find a way to convince anti-accession states to overlook the distributional conse-

quences of adding the new member.

For anti-accession states to overlook the distributional consequences of adding a new mem-

ber, pro-accession states must find a way to compensate the anti-accession states for their losses

with gains elsewhere in the organization. In other words, pro-accession states must come to an

agreement with anti-accession states on another issue or issues that would make anti-accession

states prefer adding the applicant to retaining the status quo. As noted above, international organi-

zations often, if not always, cover a multiplicity of issues where states have preferences and can be

compensated for losses on the issue that defines their anti-accession position. Pro-accession states

are thus motivated to offer benefits to anti-accession states so that they become willing to change

the status quo. On the other hand, anti-accession states have an opportunity to make demands

for concessions on other issues because they know pro-accession states will be willing to make

concessions to get their preferred outcome of letting in the new member.

This reality where pro-accession states are motivated to offer anti-accession states gains

and anti-accession states have an incentive to make demands should become apparent in member

states’ bargaining strategies. I sort the bargaining strategies that these states can take into two

bins: aggressive and conciliatory. An extensive literature exists on bargaining strategies which

explains why individuals, groups and states engage in particular patterns of bargaining behavior.

This literature names many potential bargaining strategies actors may engage in at the negotiating
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table.2 However, many share a basic understanding that some strategies are meant to take value

from ones negotiating partner and other strategies seek to reconcile different positions to reach an

agreement. I define aggressive bargaining strategies as strategies that demand concessions, refuse

to make concessions or profess that others have wronged an actor. As a general rule, statements

that express dissatisfaction and expect other parties to remedy that dissatisfaction are aggressive

bargaining statements as they seek to take value from other states.3 I define conciliatory bargaining

strategies as strategies that seek solutions to a problem. Conciliatory behavior expresses desire to

reach an agreement, validation of other actors concerns and desires, and a willingness to make

concessions.4

Aggressive bargaining behavior and aggressive affect in negotiations are risky. Actors who

act aggressively may believe they have no choice, but to claim value from others, but they ig-

nore attribution bias where individuals generally see themselves to be acting reasonable and in

a nonconfrontational manner and believe others are choosing to be confrontational because they

are seeking to damage the focal individuals (Kahneman and Renshon, 2009; Odell, 2000). Thus

aggressive behavior taps into a cognitive bias that makes other actors more resistant to making

concessions. Additionally, in studies of cooperation, a highly successful and sustainable strategy

for maintaining beneficial cooperation is to counter aggressive, noncooperative behavior with other

noncooperative behavior (Axelrod, 1984; Keohane, 1984). Additionally, aggressive behavior has

been found to inhibit deal-seeking behavior as other actors doubt whether their aggressive bargain-

ing partner genuinely desires an agreement (Odell, 2000). All of these factors point to aggressive

bargaining behavior raising the risk that a state seeking to claim value for themselves will end up

with no additional value and no agreement.

Given all of these risks, actors who engage in aggressive bargaining strategies must have

powerful motives to engage in risky behavior. The simplest motive comes from the fact that an

2See, for example, Schelling (1960), Odell (2000), Risse (2000), Dür and Mateo (2010) and Mckibben (2015).
3This definition is similar to Dür and Mateo’s (2010) notion of hard bargaining, Mckibben’s (2015) notion of

confrontational bargaining and Odell’s (2000) notion of distributive bargaining behavior.
4This defnition is similar to Dür and Mateo’s (2010) notion of soft bargaining, Mckibben’s (2015) notion of con-

ciliatory bargaining and Odell’s (2000) notion of integrative bargaining behavior.
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actor will get more from its bargaining partners if it succeeds in claiming value. If an actor can

credibly convince their bargaining partner that they will not make an agreement without gaining

more from the agreement, then they are likely to get more (Schelling, 1960). States can make

themselves more credible as they become less well off with any agreement and are well off without

an agreement (Mckibben, 2015; Odell, 2000). Actors who have a good alternative to a negotiated

agreement thus have a greater incentive to engage in risky behavior like aggressive bargaining

strategies.

Anti-accession states should be perfectly placed to use aggressive bargaining tactics. They

have a powerful negotiating position as, without compensation, they prefer the status quo to adding

the new state. Since their approval is necessary for adding the new member, they can make de-

mands of pro-accession states with confidence as they have a strong alternative to a negotiated

agreement in the status quo. The risks of putting off pro-accession states with aggressive bar-

gaining behavior is low, as, if pro-accession states stop making offers because they do not believe

anti-accession states are serious about getting an agreement, anti-accession states still retain the

status quo, which they prefer to adding a new state. Holding a powerful negotiation position and

facing low risks from engaging in aggressive bargaining behavior, anti-accession states have every

incentive to make demands and thus engage in aggressive bargaining behavior. If they succeed,

they receive compensation on other issue areas that will make the distributional consequences of

adding the new member moot. If they fail, they are no worse off than they were before. Thus,

anti-accession states should be more likely than other states to engage in aggressive bargaining

behavior.

While aggressive bargaining tactics may be risky for the reasons outlined above, concilia-

tory bargaining tactics carry their own risks and price. First, conciliatory bargaining tactics often

involve offering and making concessions. States would obviously prefer not to make concessions

and engaging in conciliatory bargaining tactics often exposes them to taking on costs from con-

cessions in the effort to achieve their goals (McKibben, 2015). Second, conciliatory bargaining

tactics can be interpreted as a form of desperation to reach agreement and cause the other party to
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bargain harder for concessions, potentially leading to further concessions (Fearon, 1995). Third,

and relatedly, conciliatory behavior can send misleading information about one’s true negotiation

position and lead to a negotiation breakdown. Specifically, conciliatory behavior may indicate that

one’s alternative to a negotiated agreement is worse than it actually is and cause the other side to

make unacceptable demands and to refuse to compromise on those demands. While the concil-

iatory actor wants an agreement, they fail to reach an agreement because their behavior created

unrealistic expectations for any agreement (Odell, 2000). It may be the case that standing firm

creates the conditions for which both sides are willing to come to an agreement, because neither

expects the other to retreat (Schelling, 1960). States who engage in conciliatory behavior thus have

to be willing to accept costs and leave themselves vulnerable to aggressive bargaining behavior.

Only if an agreement is valuable to them will this behavior be worth it.

Pro-accession states should be motivated to engage in conciliatory behavior. They gain

from adding the new member, but require the agreement of other states in the organization to let

the new member in. An agreement is valuable to them. Since they require anti-accession states to

approve of a new member and thus need to make changing the status quo worth it for these states,

they are motivated to make concessions and should be willing to give concessions on other issues

so that an agreement can be reached to let the applicant into the organization. Thus, pro-accession

states should be more willing to bear the risks and costs of conciliatory bargaining behavior than

other states.

For simplicity’s sake, I have so far treated pro-accession states and anti-accession states

as discrete categories in building this theory. However, in reality, accession position rests on a

continuum. Some pro-accession states receive more benefits than others from adding a new mem-

ber. These pro-accession states should be more willing than the other pro-accession states to be

conciliatory as their alternative to a negotiated agreement is not as good as for those states that

benefit less. Likewise, some anti-accession states can face worse consequences from adding a new

member than others. These anti-accession states have a more attractive alternative to a negoti-

ated agreement in terms of the status quo and should thus engage in more aggressive bargaining
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behavior.

What do these bargaining strategies mean for what should be seen in the context of the

WTO? First, holding all else equal, there should be no difference in bargaining behavior between

states that are more pro-accession and states that are more anti-accession when the potential mem-

ber is not actively applying to join the organization. Thus, before an applicant applies and when

the applicant becomes a member, accession position should not make a difference. In the specific

context of Chinese accession to the WTO, the period before China formally began trying to join in

1987 and the period after it joined in 2001 should see no differences in bargaining behavior between

anti-accession states and pro-accession states. The differences should occur during the accession

period. During this period, we should see that, as states become more anti-accession, they should

use more aggressive bargaining tactics to get what they desire, for the reasons discussed above. So

as states become more anti-accession towards China, they should engage in more aggressive bar-

gaining tactics from 1987 to 2001. On the other hand, pro-accession states should be more willing

to use conciliatory tactics than they do at other periods. Thus, as states become more pro-accession

towards China, they use more conciliatory bargaining tactics than during other periods.

Hypothesis 1: Position on Chinese accession to the GATT/WTO has no relation to

bargaining behavior before China applies to the organization or after China joins the

organization.

Hypothesis 2: While China is applying to the GATT/WTO, as states become more

anti-accession towards China, they will engage in more aggressive bargaining behav-

ior.

Hypothesis 3: While China is applying to the GATT/WTO, as states become more

pro-accession towards China, they will engage in more conciliatory bargaining behav-

ior.
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3 Research Design

To test my hypotheses in the context of Chinese accession to the WTO, I require a measure

of aggressive and conciliatory bargaining tactics in the WTO that could be attributed to individ-

ual states. To capture these tactics, I collected statements made by GATT/WTO members at all

ministerial conferences from 1982 to 2017. These statements have the advantage that, unlike most

GATT/WTO documents, they are attributable to a single state and reflect the language that that

state prefers to use. Thus, I can ensure that I am capturing the bargaining tactics of a single state.

Using these statements does make the assumption that member states use the same bargain-

ing strategies in public as they do in private. This is unlikely, as Kucik and Pelc (2016) point out

and show, as tactics in public bargaining tend to be more aggressive than tactics in private bargain-

ing, including in the case of the WTO. This is due to the ability of domestic audiences to watch and

evaluate the bargaining process. However, the way GATT/WTO bargaining is structured and the

content of these ministerial statements point to these statements still being informative about states’

bargaining strategies. Bargaining in the WTO is done on a bilateral basis. States make requests on

certain goods to other states and those other states make counteroffers. Once the two states settle

on an agreement, the state that received the request applies the measure to all other members of

the organization. Naturally states making requests will make requests of multiple states on their

preferred issues and will have to respond to requests from other states on other issues (Bagwell,

Staiger and Yurukoglu, 2020).

While it is not currently possible to explicitly link ministerial statements to requests, minis-

terial statements follow a similar pattern of states discussing and making requests on their preferred

issues and responding to the issues brought up by others. States do not talk about or address all of

the same issues. For example, India, Pakistan and Bangladesh, among others, frequently discuss

textiles and the Multi-Fiber Arrangement in their ministerial statements while states such as Nige-

ria eschew the issue of textiles while discussing tropical products in detail. States make known and

make requests on preferred issues in their ministerial statements. They also address other issues

presented by other states, such as India’s strong objection to the request to discuss services as part
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of the organization or the European Union noting special and differential treatment for developing

states. Thus, in ministerial statements, as in the main bargaining, states follow the same pattern

of requests and responses. They also take different tones on issues, indicating different bargain-

ing strategies. For example, some developed states are accommodating when discussing special

and differential treatment for developing states, while others are more aggressive, demanding that

developing states live up to the “rights and obligations” of the global trading system. Different

bargaining strategies are still on display in ministerial statements and the nature of the statements

themselves match the description of how bargaining functions in the GATT/WTO. So while pub-

lic bargaining may be overall more aggressive than the private bargaining occurring, the way the

statements match how bargaining is conducted in private make it a plausible assumption that the

bargaining tactics used in ministerial statements match the bargaining tactics used in private.

I measure how aggressive or conciliatory a state is being in their ministerial statement by

measuring the proportion of sentences in the statement that are aggressive, conciliatory or neutral.

Coding of these sentences proceeded in a multi-step process. First, each ministerial statement was

broken down by sentence, first using the corpus reshape function in the R package quanteda to

turn each ministerial statement into discrete sentences. After using the automated procedure, the

sentences were examined manually to combine incorrectly separated strings of text and separate

sentences that were combined by the corpus reshape function incorrectly. Sentences were defined

as strings of text starting with a capital letter or number and ending in a period, question mark or

exclamation point. Headings in ministerial statements were combined with the first sentence of the

section they were heading. Lists where the elements were separated by semicolons were considered

one sentence while lists where the elements were separated by a period were considered separate

sentences. Quotations were divided into sentences if they contained multiple sentences.

Once sentences were identified, I took a stratified random sample to code manually. Sen-

tences were stratified by year and whether the speaker was a developed state or a developing state.

I defined a developed state as a state that was a member of the OECD and/or the European Union

when they were making their statement at the ministerial conference. All other states were consid-
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ered developing states. I took ten percent of observations in each cell, meaning I took 10 percent

of the sentences from developed countries in 1982, 10 percent of the sentences from developing

countries in 1982, 10 percent of the sentences from developed countries in 1986 and so on through

the 2017 ministerial conference.

Stratifying the random sample by year ensured that all years were well-represented in the

data, which is critical because some key words are more present and critical in some years than

others. For example, during the Uruguay round (years 1986, 1988, 1990 and 1994 in the data set),

the addition of “new issues” was a fraught topic where developed states pushed the addition of a

series of new issues–investment, intellectual property and services–to the negotiating agenda while

developing countries refused. The invoking of “new issues” during this period was generally ag-

gressive, with developed countries trying to push the issues and developing countries trying to shut

them out of the negotiation agenda. Thus, the words “new” and “issues” came to signify aggres-

sive bargaining tactics during these years. To capture year-specific trends like this, a representative

sample from each year is required.

Stratifying the random by development status captures the fact that similar language can

mean different bargaining tactics based on whether the country is developed or developing. For

example, developing countries using the term “differential treatment” is almost always aggressive,

as it almost always implies aggressive bargaining tactics, as developing countries use the term when

demanding new privileges or defending existing privileges as opposed to compromising. When

developed countries use the term, it is almost always to acknowledge those privileges should exist

and a willingness to work with developing countries, implying conciliatory behavior. Capturing

this difference requires a representative sample of sentences from both groups to code different

meanings that might exist.

Sentences were coded according to a three-category variable where sentences could be

aggressive, conciliatory or neutral. Sentences were coded according to the words that were said by

the speaker, the year the sentence was spoken and the development status of the speaker. To ensure

that these factors were the main factors influencing coding, the random sample of sentences was
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coded with speaker identifiers removed, i.e. unless a state explicitly used its name in the sentence

they were speaking, the identity of the state making the statement was unknown.

An aggressive statement was a statement that demanded other states take action, demanded

a benefit from the organization, sought to put a preferred issue forward or sought to take an unde-

sirable issue off the table. While the first two categories are more or less uniform across developed

and developing states, the categories of how issues were treated differ between developed and de-

veloping states. Developed states, as a general rule in this period, sought to expand the number and

nature of issues under discussion by the WTO while justifying protections and avoiding discussion

of old issues. Thus, whenever a developed state pushes the need to discuss new issues, such as, for

example, services during the 1986 ministerial meeting, it engaged in aggressive bargaining tactics.

On the other hand, whenever developed states show a reluctance to discuss an old issue such as

agriculture and emphasize needs to treat the sector as special or justify old protections, they are

also acting in an aggressive manner. Developing states, as a general rule in this period, sought to

limit the number of issues on the agenda and demanded concessions on old issues. Thus, develop-

ing states stating that an issue, such as climate change or another environmental issue, was outside

the scope of the organization, was an aggressive bargaining tactic.

In contrast to aggressive sentences, conciliatory sentences were statements that praised

existing agreements and work of the WTO, urged for flexibility in reaching arrangements, called

for agreements to be made, expressed a desire to reduce the speaker’s own trade barriers, discussed

reduction to the speaker’s own trade barriers or showed a desire to discuss issues that a state would

otherwise be unlikely to discuss. On this last requirement, developed and developing statements

differed again, where a developed state typically discussed a willingness to discuss preferential

treatment for developing states and a developing state discussed an openness to discussing new

issues.

Neutral statements were generally those statements that had no obvious bargaining content,

such as statements of fact, vague sentences that neither supported nor opposed an agreement and

banal statements of congratulation for the host country of the ministerial meeting.
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All sentences in the random sample were manually coded according to these categories.

All manual codings were done by me alone according to the rules outlined above. They were done

in one stretch without iterative coding and updating of the coding rules. While it would have been

optimal to have had multiple coders and to have taken an iterative approach to coding, resources

and time did not allow for such a process.

To predict the statements outside of the manually coded set, the manually coded set needed

to be analyzed to see which words correlated with each coding, along with development status

and year. This analysis would lead to predicting the classifications of the statements outside of the

manually coded set and allow all sentences to be classified. To perform this analysis, I tested a

series of machine learning algorithms to find the one with the best predictive accuracy. The man-

ually coded set was divided in half to create a training set of observations on which to train the

algorithms and a test set on which to test the predictive accuracy of the algorithms. I specifically

tested support vector machine algorithms with various kernels and random forest algorithms using

a varying number of trees (James et al. 2013). I used accuracy, i.e. the share of sentences ac-

curately predicted in the test set divided by the total number of sentences in the test set, to assess

individual models. Accuracy measures a machine learning algorithm’s ability to predict the correct

category for a sentence. It is especially useful for this case because the categories are relatively

well-balanced, meaning the number of sentences in each category is roughly equal. Aggressive

bargaining sentences make up 28.6 percent of the coded sentences, conciliatory bargaining sen-

tences make up 37.6 percent of the coded sentences and neutral sentences make up 33.8 percent of

the coded sentences. Any algorithm that achieves an accuracy greater than 37.6 percent–the high-

est accuracy possible from simply assigning all the sentences to one category–will be considered

an improvement in predicting the classification of sentences from random guessing.

Eventually I settled on a random forest algorithm with 500 trees as it outperformed the

other random forest algorithms with differing numbers of trees and the highest performing support

vector machine algorithm (the algorithm with a linear kernel). Accuracy was still modest at 58 per-

cent, but significantly improved on randomly guessing and made it possible to code the remaining
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documents. To ensure that all documents were coded in the same way, I predicted the bargaining

posture of every sentence in the data set using the results of the random forest algorithm. I then

summed the number of sentences in each category in each statement and divided those numbers by

the total number of sentences in each statement. States that had a higher proportion of conciliatory

sentences were considered as engaging in more conciliatory bargaining tactics while states that had

a higher proportion of aggressive sentences were considered as engaging in more aggressive bar-

gaining tactics. Proportions were used to compensate for the fact that some states’ representatives

made longer statements than others.

Given the measure of bargaining behavior, it next becomes to define states by whether they

are pro-accession or anti-accession. While it is useful to consider states as anti-accession, apathetic

or pro-accession for theoretical purposes, in reality some states will be more pro- or anti-accession

than others. States could expect to gain or lose out a little on the benefits of the WTO or a lot, based

on how they relate to China. Therefore, I choose continuous measures to define pro-accession and

anti-accession.

As noted above, however, states perception of their benefits from the organization can de-

pend on issues both inside the function of the organization and outside the function of the organiza-

tion. Since my theory is agnostic as to which measure of accession preferences are used, I choose

to test three different measures of accession preferences. Within the scope of the organization, I

use Kim, Liao and Imai’s (2020) measure of export competition, which scales the degree to which

states export similar products to similar other states from 0 to 1. States with low export competition

with China export few similar products with China to few similar countries and thus have little cost

to China joining. The lack of cost combined with the upside of the addition of such a huge market

should make these states pro-accession. As export competition with China increases, however,

states have more to fear from Chinese accession as lower barriers to Chinese goods make it more

likely Chinese goods will crowd out that state’s exports and reduce their benefits from the WTO.

Thus, as export competition with China increases, states should become more anti-accession.5

5The export competition data has the disadvantage of stopping in 2014, meaning that the last two meetings used
for statements are not covered by the export competition data.
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I also choose two measures of political alignment outside of the scope of the organiza-

tion. First, I measure the degree of regime similarity to China using the Variety of Democracies’

polyarchy measure (Coppedge et al., 2019). This measure places states on a 0 to 1 interval with

higher values reflecting higher levels of democracy. As Kaoutzanis, Poast and Urpelainen (2016)

note, democratic states, especially newly democratic states, will prefer to have organizations with

a higher proportion of democratic states, because these organizations can be used consolidate and

protect democratic regimes. Authoritarian regimes similarly can rely on international organiza-

tions with many other authoritarian regimes for regime protection, legitimating their regimes with

the approval from such organizations (Debre, 2021). Since China’s polyarchy score is low and

changes very little from 1982 to 2017,6 we could thus expect more democratic regimes to be more

anti-accession and less democratic regimes to be more anti-accession. Second, I measure the de-

gree of foreign policy similarity based on the similarity of alliance commitments7 in the ATOP

alliance data (Chiba, Johnson and Leeds, 2015). As Davis and Wilf (2017) and Davis and Pratt

(2017) note, political alignment significantly impacts which states organizations let in and which

ones they keep out. Presumably, this means that states with similar political alignment to an acced-

ing state should want that state in and states with different political alignments should want to keep

that state out. Thus, as states become more politically aligned with China, they should become

more pro-accession while as states become less politically aligned with China they should become

more anti-accession.

Whether a state is pro-accession or anti-accession should only matter for bargaining behav-

ior during the period in which the applicant is applying for membership. Before the application,

the membership of the new state is not an issue and the status quo is not under threat. Anti-

accession states have nothing to fear from adding the new member and pro-accession states have

no prospect of gains. Once the applicant joins, the accession of the new state becomes a settled

issue; pro-accession states have achieved their goal and thus have no reason to make concessions

6Its minimum score during this period is 0.087 and its maximum is 0.112. For context, the maximum polyarchy
score of states making statements at the WTO during this period was 0.934 and the minimum was 0.014.

7Specifically, I use the Cohen’s κ measure for alliance similarity.
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and anti-accession states have received the compensation they needed to let the applicant in, reduc-

ing the incentive to engage in aggressive bargaining tactics. Thus, accession position should have

no impact on bargaining behavior before the applicant begins the application process, should lead

to more aggressive bargaining behavior by anti-accession states and more conciliatory behavior

by pro-accession states during the application period and then return to having no impact after the

applicant joins.

I consider the 1982 and 1986 ministerial conferences to be before the Chinese application

period because both took place before the key steps to recognizing an application took place,

namely a memorandum detailing China’s foreign trade regime and the forming of a working party

to consider Chinese accession (both took place in 1987). I consider the ministerial conferences

from 1988 through 1999 as being during China’s application period. While China was technically

not a member during the 2001 ministerial conference, its accession was set in stone and accepted

as fact at the 2001 ministerial conference. WTO ministerial meetings from 2001 through 2017

are considered as being during the Chinese membership period. During the application period, as

states become more anti-accession towards China—namely, the have greater export competition

with China, they are more democratic and/or they have lower political alignment with China—

there should be a marked increase in the share of sentences in their statements that are aggressive.

Likewise, as states become more pro-accession—namely, they have lower export competition with

China, they are less democratic and/or they have high political alignment with China—there should

be a significant increase in the share of sentences in their statements that are conciliatory. These

relationships should not exist in the pre-application period or in the membership period.

Conciliatory and aggressive bargaining behavior can be predicted by other variables that

must be controlled for. States that are more open to trade have a worse alternative to negotiated

agreement because failing to reach an agreement with other states within the WTO will have a

greater negative effect on their economies. Thus, states that are more open should have more con-

ciliatory bargaining behavior while states that are less open should have more aggressive bargain-

ing behavior. Additionally, I expect bargaining behavior to be more conciliatory at the beginning
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and end of negotiating rounds in the WTO. This is because the opening of a round should bring to

all states more hope of reaching an advantageous agreement and the closing of a round represents

the actual reaching of an agreement which should make states more conciliatory and less aggres-

sive. Thus, I expect more conciliatory bargaining behavior and less aggressive bargaining behavior

in 1986 (the opening of the Uruguay Round), 1994 (the closing of the Uruguay Round) and 2001

(the opening of the Doha Round). Finally, I control for development status, defined as above where

states who are members of the OECD and/or EU are considered developed and all other states are

considered developing. Developed states specifically gain more from the WTO (Gowa and Kim,

2005) and thus should be more sensitive to negotiation breakdown whereas developing states gain

less from membership and thus have a better alternative to a negotiated agreement. I thus expect

developing states to more aggressive in their bargaining posture and developed states to be more

conciliatory in their bargaining posture.

The unit of analysis for this test is the member ministerial statement. I am seeking to ex-

plain bargaining postures taken by member states and thus limit myself to what can be observed in

the ministerial statements by member states. While non-member states make statements at minis-

terial conferences, I disregard these as I am focused on the bargaining postures taken by member

states and how this relates to their accession position towards China. This focus on ministerial

statements has the distinct disadvantage in that I cannot measure every state’s bargaining position

at every ministerial, as states do not always make statements at every ministerial conference. How-

ever, in the statements that are made, I should still be able to see the relationships I expect between

the tone of ministerial statements and states’ accession positions. To acknowledge that some states

may have an accession position based on my measures, but are actually apathetic towards Chinese

accession, I perform the analysis both on all member ministerial statements and only those state-

ments made by states that declared an interest in Chinese accession by joining the working party

on Chinese accession at any point.

Since the dependent variables under consideration, conciliatory and aggressive sentences

as a share of the sentences made in a ministerial statement, are proportions, I use ordinary least
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squares regression. I do not use country or year fixed-effects because, for some countries, devel-

opment status is invariant across time and other variables, including whether a round is starting

or ending and whether China is in an application period, are invariant across units. I also do

not treat the data as panel data, since the observations are not evenly spaced across time, making

the assumption that the ministerial statements, conditional on the variables used, are independent.

This is admittedly likely an untrue assumption, but it make the analysis tractable and any other

assumptions would face the same problem as being untrue and make the analysis intractable.

4 Results

Table 1 shows the results for regressing the proportion of aggressive sentences in a state-

ment on the accession position of the country interacted with where in the application process the

statement is made along with the three control variables, both for all countries that made state-

ments and those countries that were members of the working party and made statements. None of

the relationships match the expectations of anti-accession states being more aggressive during the

application period than they were during the pre-application period or membership periods. Trade

competition with China had at most a marginally significant relationship with aggressive bargain-

ing behavior and did not significantly vary by time period. More democratic regimes engaged in

less aggressive bargaining behavior, a relationship that went away during China’s membership pe-

riod, though not among working party members, but this relationship did not match the expectation

that democracy would correlate with more aggressive bargaining behavior during China’s applica-

tion period compared to the other periods. Foreign policy similarity to China had no relationship

with aggressive bargaining behavior among member states during the pre-application and appli-

cation periods, though it correlated with decreased aggressive behavior during the membership

period, at least when using all members. Again this defied the expectation that increased foreign

policy similarity would reduce aggressive bargaining behavior during the application period com-

pared to during the pre-application and membership periods.

Table 2 shows the results for regressing the proportion of conciliatory sentences in a state-
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ment on the accession position of the country interacted with where in the application process the

statement is made along with the three control variables, both for all countries that made state-

ments and those countries that were members of the working party and made statements. Less

trade competition with China correlated with more conciliatory sentiments from states, but this

did not significantly vary by time period. Democracy correlated with more conciliatory sentiments

from states, a relationship that went away during China’s membership period when considering

all members, but this again does not match theoretical expectations that democracy negatively cor-

relate with conciliatory sentiments during the application period compared to the pre-application

and membership periods. Foreign policy similarity with China had no relationship at all with

conciliatory sentiments, a fact that did not vary by time period.

Figure 1 plots the interactions between the three measures of accession positioning and

periods under study, namely the pre-application period, the application period and the member-

ship period, using the results for all speakers. In terms of the relationship between aggressive

bargaining behavior and accession position, export competition had the same, slightly negative,

close to null relationship in all three periods. Democracy had a strong negative relationship with

aggressive bargaining behavior in the pre-application and application periods, but that relationship

flipped to a weak positive relationship in the membership period. Foreign policy similarity had

a weak positive relationship with aggressive bargaining behavior during the pre-application and

application periods, but that flipped to a strong negative relationship in the membership period.

Thus, the shift to the membership period shows a clear change in the relationship between both

democracy and foreign policy similarity and aggressive bargaining behavior. In terms of the re-

lationship between conciliatory bargaining behavior and accession position, there is again no real

change in the relationship between export competition and bargaining behavior. There is a slight

positive relationship between export competition and conciliatory bargaining behavior in all three

periods and it does not shift markedly during any period. Democracy has a strong positive correla-

tion with conciliatory bargaining behavior in the pre-application and application periods, but this

shifts all the why to a null-to-slightly-negative relationship between democracy and conciliatory
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bargaining behavior during the membership period. Foreign policy similarity sees no significant

change from its slightly positive relationship with conciliatory bargaining behavior across the three

periods. Thus, as far as the relationship between accession position and bargaining behavior was

contingent on where China was in its accession to the WTO, it may only have been significantly

impacted by China’s actual membership of the WTO, and even this relationship is inconsistent

across the measures of accession position.

The results indicate that accession position on China did not significantly affect bargaining

behavior of states in the WTO, at least at ministerial conferences, during the application period.

With none of the measures did the relationship between theoretical accession position and bar-

gaining behavior change from the pre-application period to the application period. There is some

evidence that political positioning towards China led to changes in bargaining behavior during

China’s membership period, with democratic regimes becoming more hostile and less conciliatory

during China’s membership period. None of these results correlate with the expectations about

changes in bargaining behavior due to accession positions while China was actually applying to

the WTO.

These results can be explained either empirically or theoretically, though both likely played

a role. Empirically, these results likely cannot be taken at any kind of face value. Measurement

of both dependent variables was could have had too much noise to accurately capture metrics of

aggressive and conciliatory behavior. While the random forest model used to generate the measure

of aggressive behavior and conciliatory behavior was still an improvement over randomly guessing,

it only correctly identified bargaining behavior on 58% of cases in the test set. It seems reasonable

to assume it performed no better among the statements that were not hand-coded. Likely, this lack

of accuracy came from a vast overstatement of conciliatory behavior. While conciliatory statements

made up roughly one-third of the statements hand-coded, the algorithm predicted that roughly

two-thirds of statements were conciliatory in both the test set and the model. This result indicates

one of the following possibilities: (1) hand-coding was so inconsistent that it was impossible for

a machine-learning algorithm to have high accuracy in predicting hand-coded results; (2) hand-
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coding was correct and consistent, but sentences were too variable for a machine learning algorithm

to predict bargaining behavior; or (3) a more powerful machine learning approach such as an

ensemble method could yield better measurements. As an informed guess, I would suggest that

possibility (1) is the most likely. Coding was done on a single pass, while recursive and repeated

coding may of led to more consistent results. Using multiple coders and reconciling results also

would likely have led to more accurate hand-coding. It should still be noted that, given sentences

are quite variable and only a relatively small set of words showed up frequently across documents,

that possibilities (2) and (3) also have merit. If repeated, I would likely build a more sophisticated

ensemble using a variety of machine learning approaches and do hand-coding recursively with

multiple coders to see if the results changed with better measurement.

While I am dubious of the measurement’s efficacy and believe it would need to be be

improved and could have caused problems with the results, there is reason to believe that the re-

sults cannot simply dismissed as poor measurement and could have theoretical basis. Notably,

the relationship between the control variables and the measurements of bargaining behavior oper-

ated exactly as predicted. The beginning or end of a negotiating round consistently, significantly

correlated with more conciliatory behavior as expected. Openness consistently and significantly

correlated with less aggressive behavior and more conciliatory behavior. Developed states were

consistently and significantly less aggressive and more conciliatory than developing states. All of

these results match theoretical expectations for the control variables, inviting the possibility that, in

spite of the mediocre performance of the algorithm, the measures of bargaining behavior accurately

captured the theoretical quantity I was trying to describe.

Thus, it is important to consider theoretical implications of the results, of which I will

present three. First, it could be that ministerial statements simply take into account too many is-

sues to be affected by a bargaining position on a single issue like the accession of one state, even as

consequential a state as China. As noted above, states in the WTO contend with numerous issues.

Their ministerial statements may simply take holistic evaluation on their progress or lack thereof

on issues important to them, creating too much noise for a single issue like Chinese accession
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to break through. States, after all, seek to improve their overall welfare and do not view issues

in isolation. Ministerial statements are more reflections of how states view their overall welfare

being met by the organization, not how a single issue may affect their behavior. This would ex-

plain why development status and openness correlated so strongly with bargaining behavior, while

accession position did not. It could be that in forums dedicated to specific issues of importance

to anti-accession states, anti-accession states bargained harder and pro-accession states were more

conciliatory, but when taking a view of their overall bargaining behavior within the organization,

states did not let their accession position define how they acted.

Second, considering a single accession in isolation may ignore that states in the WTO

would be considering many accessions simultaneously and other accession negotiations might in-

form bargaining postures. While no state as significant as China applied to the WTO at the same

time as China, there were many other applications, including from significant economies such as

Russia and Saudi Arabia. States that were anti-accession on China might be pro-accession on

Russia, creating countervailing impulses on how to behave and leading to an appearance of no

relationship between accession position on a single state and bargaining behavior. A more com-

plete theory and test would have encapsulated all ongoing accessions and tried to predict an overall

bargaining posture based on the combined position of states on the various accessions. Since, ac-

cording to the theory, states consider how a new state will change the organization and will bargain

on other issues according to their position on that new state, it stands to reason that with mul-

tiple states trying to accede, states would take into account all of their positions when choosing

bargaining behavior.

Third, it could be that anti-accession states see no need to bargain within the organization

for the compensation and instead extract all concessions from the applicant state. After all, the ap-

plicant has a worse alternative to a negotiated agreement than either the pro-accession states or the

anti-accession states. While the benefits of the organization would be enhanced for pro-accession

states by adding the applicant as a member, the pro-accession states still enjoy the existing ben-

efits of the organization. The applicant enjoys no such benefits and can only get those benefits
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by joining the organization; the status quo is more intolerable. Anti-accession states thus might

choose to extract concessions where they have more leverage: at the bilateral level with the appli-

cant state. Since, as part of the accession process to the WTO, member states negotiate bilaterally

with the new member for concessions, this use of leverage is baked into the accession process.

Pelc (2011), among others, has shown that applicant states do get pressed for concessions in the

accession process, and, in the Chinese case, at least the US held up Chinese accession up until the

end, extracting bilateral concessions from the Chinese. Anti-accession states thus may feel no need

to bargain hard with other members of the organization. Aggressive bargaining tactics, as noted

above, are risky and anti-accession states may be more prudent to use them against states against

which they have more leverage.
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Table 1: Predicting Aggressive Behavior

All Speakers Working Party
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Export Competition −0.036 −0.022
(0.021) (0.023)

Democracy −0.062? −0.086?

(0.019) (0.021)
Foreign Policy Similarity 0.037 0.029

(0.044) (0.045)
Application Period 0.004 0.032? 0.009 0.005 0.024 0.009

(0.010) (0.013) (0.005) (0.013) (0.019) (0.006)
Membership Period 0.002 −0.062? −0.013? 0.016 −0.026 −0.004

(0.010) (0.014) (0.006) (0.014) (0.019) (0.007)
Export Competition ∗ 0, 006 0.007
Application Period (0.022) (0.028)
Export Competition ∗ 0.016 −0.006
Membership Period (0.023) (0.027)
Democracy ∗ −0.034 −0.021
Application Period (0.020) (0.026)
Democracy ∗ 0.083? 0.033
Membership Period (0.020) (0.026)
Foreign Policy Similarity ∗ 0.003 −0.012
Application Period (0.027) (0.029)
Foreign Policy Similarity ∗ −0.121? −0.084
Membership Period (0.045) (0.046)
Round Beginning/End −0.019? −0.007 −0.009 −0.018? −0.008 −0.010

(0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008)
Openness (Logged) −0.043? −0.025? −0.024? −0.040? −0.025? −0.026?

(0.004) (0.003) (0.003) (0.005) (0.004) (0.004)
Developed −0.133? −0.125? −0.135? −0.127? −0.105? −0.127?

(0.007) (0.007) (0.006) (0.007) (0.007) (0.006)
Intercept 0.168? 0.213? 0.183? 0.157? 0.214? 0.167?

(0.011) (0.012) (0.007) (0.014) (0.015) (0.008)

Ministerial Statements 1297 1445 1484 858 979 979
?p < 0.05
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Table 2: Predicting Conciliatory Behavior

All Speakers Working Party
(7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

Export Competition −0.080? 0.061
(0.027) (0.032)

Democracy 0.111? 0.139?

(0.025) 0.030
Foreign Policy Similarity 0.002 −0.012

(0.059) (0.063)
Application Period 0.023 −0.015 0.009 0.037 0.019 0.015

(0.013) (0.018) (0.007) (0.019) (0.027) (0.009)
Membership Period −0.013 0.079? −0.011 −0.036 0.045 0.004

(0.014) (0.018) (0.008) (0.019) (0.027) (0.009)
Export Competition ∗ −0.019 −0.037
Application Period (0.030) (0.038)
Export Competition ∗ −0.007 0.027
Membership Period (0.030) (0.038)
Democracy ∗ 0.032 −0.010
Application Period (0.027) (0.037)
Democracy ∗ −0.116? −0.063
Membership Period (0.027) (0.036)
Foreign Policy Similarity ∗ 0.007 −0.002
Application Period (0.036) (0.042)
Foreign Policy Similarity ∗ 0.033 0.028
Membership Period (0.060) (0.066)
Round Beginning/End 0.035? 0.021? 0.023? 0.038? 0.023? 0.024?

(0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.011) (0.011) (0.011)
Openness (Logged) 0.052? 0.035? 0.032? 0.052? 0.034? 0.035?

(0.006) (0.004) (0.004) (0.007) (0.005) (0.005)
Developed 0.114? 0.100? 0.125? 0.101? 0.076? 0.106?

(0.009) (0.010) (0.008) (0.009) (0.010) (0.009)
Intercept 0.549? 0.497? 0.549? 0.570? 0.490? 0.571?

(0.014) (0.016) (0.009) (0.019) (0.021) (0.011)

Ministerial Statements 1297 1445 1484 858 979 979
?p < 0.05
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Figure 1: Relationship Between Preferences and Behavior Conditioned by Bargaining Period
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5 Conclusion

This study attempted to show that being pro-accession or anti-accession had an impact

on states’ bargaining behavior in the WTO by considering whether a state’s position on Chinese

accession affected its bargaining behavior while China was applying to the organization. Results

largely showed no changes in bargaining behavior for states during the period China was applying

to the WTO. The potentially poor measurement of bargaining behavior makes it difficult to consider

these results as definitive, though the relationships between control variables and the bargaining

behavior do indicate that the measure may have functioned. The results could also be explained by

ministerial statements being too broad of documents to capture bargaining behavior that might have

been specifically impacted by China’s application, the fact that other accessions were occurring at

the same time and that anti-accession states may have extracted all they needed from China in

direct negotiations with China as opposed to negotiating with other accession states.

If the theory is correct and the issue of measurement is the problem, the next step is to

improve the coding of aggressive and conciliatory bargaining behavior. The chosen algorithm had

the problem of nearly doubling the rate of finding conciliatory bargaining statements found by the

original hand-coding. As noted above, repeated and recursive coding could improve the accuracy

of the algorithm and a more balanced ensemble could get a better result. The next step in this case

would be to redo the coding, potentially with a larger sample for hand-coding so as to get more

data for the algorithm and also use an ensemble approach to predicting values. This could lead to a

more effective measurement of the dependent variable, both for this test and any future test trying

to explain bargaining behavior in the WTO.

The bargaining behavior I described could also not have shown up at the level of a minis-

terial statement. As noted above, ministerial statements could simply be too much of an aggregate

for states to let issues such as accession define how they are going to act. The next step in this

case would be to look for evidence lower down in negotiations than the level of ministerial state-

ments. This is difficult, as, while many GATT/WTO committees and subcommittees published

and publish summaries of meetings, the behavior individual states gets obscured. Bagwell, Staiger
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and Yurukoglu (2020) found and analyzed offer and counteroffer data during the early rounds of

the GATT, but nothing after 1951. Mckibben (2015) provides a potential way to code bargaining

during this period by close examination of GATT/WTO documents, but this runs into the prob-

lem that states will often combine to join documents and some states are much more prolific in

providing documents than others. The solution though remains to test if accession position affects

bargaining behavior at lower levels of the GATT/WTO through close review of the documents as

opposed through machine coding of the ministerial statements.

The Chinese accession could additionally have only been one of many accessions affecting

bargaining behavior, as noted above. A better test of whether accessions affected negotiating

behavior would be to take into account all of the ongoing accessions to the GATT/WTO and testing

how a state’s bargaining behavior might change due to its aggregate position on accessions. I

would weight these accessions by economic size, since it stands to reason that states should be

more concerned with powerful states acceding than less powerful states, but an aggregate measure

of accession positions might reveal how all of the accessions were affecting bargaining behavior,

not just the Chinese accession.

Finally, a future test would consider if anti-accession states simply looked outside them-

selves for accession. Other studies (Pelc, 2011; Allee and Scalera, 2012; Davis and Wilf, 2017)

have found that some states get more rigorous accession terms than others. The GATT/WTO pro-

vides an opportunity to test which members of the organization get the concessions because mem-

ber states make demands of the new member bilaterally; that is, each member of the GATT/WTO

was and is able to negotiate for concessions bilaterally as a condition of membership. While

records of these negotiations are scant within the WTO document corpus itself, further data gath-

ering from other sources could help build a picture of which states demanded more and bargained

harder with the new member state on GATT/WTO issues than others to see if anti-accession states

got their needs met by extracting concessions from the new state.

Thus, while this study did not find support for its hypotheses, it does provide opportunities

for future research. The use of machine learning methods for coding bargaining behavior from
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documents holds some promise; while the measure of bargaining behavior used in this thesis was

generally found to be disappointingly inaccurate, th fact that the control variables all performed as

expected with the measure of bargaining behavior shows that this strategy for measuring bargaining

behavior may be viable. The research also points to potential new avenues to study in WTO

accessions, such as if the impact of accessions only is measurable below the ministerial level or if

all accessions must be taken in aggregate when studying them. The thesis also points to a potential

new vein of research on WTO/GATT accessions focusing on the dyadic bargaining between new

members and applicants. Thus, there is room for further research, both in methods for studying

bargaining behavior and how bargaining behavior functions in the GATT/WTO in general.
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